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example, a cellular telephone call costs about $0.35cents per minute. As another example, RAM MobileData Corp. charges on average $0.08 per data messageto or from the mobile computer (the actual charge de-pends on the length of the message). It is clear thatfor users that perform hundreds of accesses each day,wireless communication can become very expensive.Therefore, it is important that mobile computers ac-cess online databases in a way that minimizes commu-nication. This can be achieved via appropriate data-allocation. For example, if a user frequently reads adata-item x, and x is updated infrequently, then it isbene�cial for the user to allocate a copy of x to her/hismobile computer. In other words, the mobile user sub-scribes to receive all the updates of x. This way thereads access the local copy, and do not require commu-nication. The infrequent updates are transmitted fromthe online database to the mobile computer. In con-trast, if the user reads x infrequently compared to theupdate rate, then a copy of x should not be allocat-ed to the mobile computer. Instead, access should beon-demand; every read request should be sent to thestationary computer that stores the online database.Thus, one-copy and two-copies are the two possibleallocation schemes of the data item x to a mobile com-puter. In the �rst scheme a only the stationary comput-er has a copy of x, whereas in the second scheme both,the stationary and the mobile computer have a copy ofx. An allocation method determines whether or not theallocation scheme changes over time. In a static alloca-tion method the allocation scheme does not change overtime, whereas in a dynamic one it does. The followingis an example of a dynamic allocation method. The al-location scheme changes from two-copies to one-copy asa result of a larger number of writes than reads in awindow of four minutes.In mobile computing the geographical area is usuallydivided into cells, each of which has a stationary con-troller. Our stationary computer should not be confusedwith the stationary controller. The stationary comput-er is some node in the stationary network that is �xedfor a given data item, and it does not change when themobile computer moves from cell to cell.1



In this paper we analyze two static allocation meth-ods, namely the one that uses the one-copy scheme andthe one that uses the two-copies scheme; and a family ofdynamic data allocation methods. These methods aresuggested by the need to select the allocation schemeaccording to the read/write ratio: if the reads are morefrequent then the methods use the one-copy allocationscheme, otherwise they use the two-copies scheme. Thefamily consists of all the methods that allocate and deal-locate a copy of a data item to the mobile computerbased on a sliding window of k requests. For every reador update (we often refer to updates as writes) the latestk requests are examined. If the number of reads is high-er than the number of writes and the mobile computerdoes not have a copy, then such a copy is allocated tothe mobile computer; if the number of writes is high-er than the number of reads and the mobile computerdoes have a copy, then the copy is deallocated. Thus,the allocation scheme is dynamically adjusted accordingto the relative frequencies of reads and writes.The algorithms in this family are distributed, andthey are implemented by software residing on both, themobile and the stationary computers. The di�erent al-gorithms in this family di�er on the size of the window,k. Our analysis of the static and dynamic algorithms ad-dresses both worst-case, and the expected case for readsand writes that are Poisson-distributed. Furthermore,this analysis is done in two cost models. The �rst is con-nection (or time) based, where the user is charged perminute of cellular telephone connection. In this model,if the mobile computer reads the item from the station-ary database computer, then the read-request as wellas the response are executed within one connection ofminimum length (say one minute). If writes are propa-gated to the mobile computer, then this propagation isalso executed within one minimum-length connection.The second cost model is message based. In this mod-el the user is charged per message, and the exact chargedepends on the length of the message. Therefore, inthis model we distinguish between data-messages thatare longer, and control-messages that are shorter. Data-messages carry the data-item, and control messages on-ly carry control information, speci�cally read-requests(from the mobile computer to the stationary computer)and delete-requests (the delete-request is a message thatdeallocates the copy at the mobile computer). Thus aremote read-request necessitates one control message,and the response necessitates a data message. A writepropagated to the mobile computer necessitates a data-message.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In thenext section we present a summary of the results of thispaper. In section 3 we formally present the model, and

in section 4 we precisely present the sliding-window fam-ily of dynamic allocation algorithms. In section 5 wedevelop the results in the connection cost model, and insection 6 we develop the results in the message model.In section 7 we discuss some other dynamic allocationmethods, and extensions to handle read, write opera-tions on multiple objects. In section 8 we compare ourwork to relevant literature. In section 9 we discuss theconclusions of our analysis. Due to space limitationsproofs are omitted.2 Summary of the resultsWe consider a single data item x and a single mobilecomputer, and we analyze the static allocation methodsST1 (mobile computer does not have a copy of x) andST2 (mobile computer does have a copy of x), and thedynamic allocation methods SWk (sliding-window withwindow-size k).We assume that reads at the mobile computer areissued according to the Poisson distribution with theparameter �r, namely in each time unit the expectednumber of reads is �r . The writes at the stationary com-puter are issued independently according to the Poissondistribution with the parameter �w. Other requests areignored in this paper since their cost is not a�ected bythe allocation scheme. We let � denote �w�r+�w .Our analysis of each one of the algorithms uses threemeasures. The �rst, called expected cost and denotedEXP , gives the expected cost of a read/write request inthe case that � is known and �xed. The second, calledaverage expected cost and denoted AVG, is importantfor the case � is unknown or it varies over time withequal probability of having any value between 0 and 1.It gives average the expected cost of a request over allpossible values of �.Our third measure is for the worst case, and it isbased on the notion of competitiveness 1 (see [8, 17,21, 26, 29]) of an on-line algorithm. Intuitively, a dataallocation algorithm A is said to be c-competitive if forany sequence s of read-write requests, the cost of Aon s is at most c times as much as the minimum cost,namely the cost incurred by an ideal o�ine algorithmthat knows the whole sequence of requests in advance(in contrast our algorithms are online, in the sense thatthey service the current request without knowing thenext request).In the remainder of this section we summarize theresults for each one of the two cost models discussed in1The traditional worst case complexityas a function of the sizeof the input is inappropriate since all the algorithms discussed inthis paper have the same complexity under this measure. Forexample, in the connection model, for each algorithm there is asequence of requests of size m on which the algorithm incurs costm.2



the introduction. These results will be interpreted anddiscussed at the intuitive level in the conclusion section.2.1 Summary of results in the connec-tion modelIn the connection model our results are as follows. ForST1 the expected cost (i.e. expected number of connec-tions) per request is 1 � �, and for ST2 the expectednumber of connections per request is �. For SWk theexpected cost per request is ���k+(1��)�(1��k ), where�k is the probability that the majority of k consecutiverequests are reads (the formula for this probability is inequation 5). Furthermore, we show that for any �xedk, SWk is not lower than minf�; 1� �g. Thus, if � � 12 ,then the static allocation method ST1 has the best ex-pected cost per request, and if � � 12 , then the staticallocation method ST2 has the best expected cost perrequest.Next consider the average expected cost. SWk hasthe best average (over the possible values of �) expectedcost per request. This cost is 14+ 14�k+8 , and it decreasesas k increases, coming within 6% of the optimum fork = 15. In contrast, ST1 and ST2, both have an averageexpected cost of 12 .For the worst case, we show that ST1 and ST2 are notcompetitive, i.e., the ratio between their performanceand the performance of the optimal, perfect-knowledgealgorithm is unbounded. In contrast, we show that SWkis (k + 1)-competitive, and this competitiveness factoris tight.In summary, in the worst case the cost of the SWkfamily of allocation algorithms increases as k increases,whereas the average expected cost decreases as k in-creases. The window size k should be chosen to strike abalance between these two conicting requirements. Forexample, k = 15 may provide a reasonable compromise.2.2 Summary of results in the messagepassing modelIn this model our results are as follows. Denote by !the ratio between the cost of a control message and thecost of a data-message. For ST1, the expected cost perrequest is (1 + !) � (1 � �); and for ST2 the expectedcost is �. For SW1, the expected cost is � � (1� �) � (1 +2 � !), and for SWk (k > 1) we derived the expectedcost as a function of ! and � as shown in equation 11of section 6.3. From these formulae of the expectedcosts, we conclude the following. If � > 1+!1+2�! , then ST1has the best expected cost; if � < 2�!1+2�! , then ST2 hasthe best expected cost; otherwise, namely if 2�!1+2�! <� < 1+!1+2�! , the SW1 algorithm has the best expectedcost. The dominance graph of these three strategies is
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Figure 1: Superiority coverage in message modelshown in the following �gure 1. It indicates the superioralgorithm for each value of � and !.Next we consider the average expected cost, and weobtain the following results. ST1 has an average ex-pected cost of 1+!2 ; ST2 has an average expected costof 12 ; SW1 has an average expected cost of 1+2�!6 ; andthe average expected cost of SWk (for k 6= 1) is givenby equation 12 of section 6.3, and it has a lower boundof 2+!8 . Then we conclude that, if ! � 0:4, then SW1has the best average expected cost; if ! > 0:4, then theaverage expected cost decreases as the window size kincreases (see corollary 2 in section 6.3).For the worst case we show that, as in the connec-tion cost model, neither ST1 nor ST2 are competitive.Similarly, we show that the sliding-window algorithmSW1 is (1 + 2 � !)-competitive, and SWk (for k > 1) is[(1 + !2 ) � (k + 1) + !]-competitive.In summary, the trade-o� between the average ex-pected cost and the worst case is similar to the connec-tion model. Namely, a dynamic allocation algorithm issuperior to the static ones, with the worst case improv-ing with a decreasing window size; whereas the averageexpected cost decreases as the window size increases.3 The ModelA mobile computer system consists of a mobile com-puter MC and a stationary computer SC that storesthe online database. We consider a data item x that isstored at the stationary computer at all times. Readsand writes are issued at the mobile or stationary com-puters. Actually, the reads and writes at the stationarycomputer may have originated at other computers, butthe origin is irrelevant in our model. Furthermore, weignore the reads issued by the stationary computer andthe writes issued by the mobile computer, since the cost3



of each such request is �xed (zero and one respective-ly), regardless of whether or not MC has a copy of thedata item. Thus, the relevant requests are writes thatare issued by the stationary computer, and reads thatare issued by the mobile computer. A schedule is a �nitesequence of relevant requests to the data item x. For ex-ample,w; r; r; r;w; r;w is a schedule. When each requestis issued, either the MC has a copy of the data item, or itdoes not do so. For the purpose of analysis we assumethat the relevant requests are sequential. In practicethey may occur concurrently, but then some concurren-cy control mechanism will serialize them, therefore ouranalysis still holds.We consider the following two cost models. The �rstis called the connection model. In this model, for eachalgorithm (static or dynamic) the cost of requests is asfollows. If there does not exists a copy of the object atthe MC when a read request is issued, then the readcosts one connection (since the data item must be sentfrom the SC). Otherwise the read costs zero. For awrite at the SC, if the MC has a copy of the data item,then the write costs one connection; otherwise the readcosts zero. The total cost of a schedule  , denoted byCOST ( ), is the sum of the costs for all requests in  .The second model is called the message cost model.In this model, we assume that a data message cost is 1,and a control message cost is !. Since the length of acontrol message is not higher than the length of a datamessage, 0 � ! � 1. In this model the cost of requestsis as follows. For a read request, if there exists a copy atthe MC, then the read does not require communication;otherwise, it necessitates a control message (which for-wards the request to the SC) and a data message (whichtransfers the data to the MC) with a total cost of 1+!.For a write request, if the MC does not have a copyof the data item, then the write costs 0. Otherwise thewrite costs 1, !, or 1 + !, depending on the algorithmand on the result of the comparison of reads and writesexecuted by the MC in response to the write request.If the write is propagated to the MC and the MC doesnot deallocate its copy in response, then the cost is 1; ifthe MC deallocates its copy in response then the cost is1 + ! (! accounts for the deallocate request). Finally,as will be explained in the next section, SW1 does notpropagate writes to the MC; it simply deallocates thecopy at the MC at each write request. Then the cost ofthe write is !.We assume that the reads issued from the MC arePoisson distributed with parameter �r , and the writesissued from the SC are Poisson distributed with param-eter �w. Denote �w�w+�r by �. Observe that, since thePoisson distribution is memoryless, at any point in time� is the probability that the next request is a write, and1 � � = �r�w+�r is the probability that the next request

is a read.Suppose that A is a data allocation algorithm, and�r and �w are the read and write distribution parame-ters, respectively. We denote by EXPA(�) the expectedcost of a relevant request. Suppose now that � is un-known, or it varies over time with equal probability ofhaving any value between 0 and 1. Then we de�ne theaverage expected cost per request, denoted AV GA, to bethe mean value of EXPA(�) for � ranging from 0 to 1,namely AVGA = Z 10 EXPA(�)d� (1)The average expected cost should be interpreted asfollows. Suppose that time is subdivided into periods,where in the �rst period the reads and writes are dis-tributed with parameters �1r and �1w, and �1 = �1w�1w+�1r ;in the second period the reads and writes are distribut-ed with parameters �2r and �2w, and �2 = �2w�2w+�2r ; etc..Suppose further that each �i has equal probability ofhaving any value between 0 and 1. In other words, each�i is a random number between 0 and 1. Then, whenusing the algorithm A, the expected cost of a relevantrequest over all the periods of time is the integral de-noted AV GA.For the worst-case study, we take competitiveness as ameasure of the performance of an on-line data allocationalgorithm. Formally, a c-competitive data allocation al-gorithm A is de�ned as follows. Suppose that M isthe perfect data allocation algorithm that has completeknowledge of all the past and future requests. Data al-location algorithm A is c-competitive if there exist twonumbers c (� 1), and b (� 0), such that for any schedule , COSTA( ) � c �COSTM ( ) + b. We call c the com-petitiveness factor of the algorithm A. A competitivealgorithm bounds the worst-case cost of the algorithmto be within a constant factor of the minimum cost.We say an algorithm A is tightly c-competitive if Ais c-competitive, and for any number d < c, A is notd-competitive.4 Sliding-window algorithmsThe Sliding-Window(k) algorithm allocates and deallo-cates a copy of the data item x at the mobile computer.It does so by examining a window of the latest relevantread and write requests. The window is of size k. Re-call, the reads are issued at the mobile computer, andthe writes are issued at the stationary computer.Observe that at any point in time, whether or notthe mobile computer has a copy of x, either the mobilecomputer or the stationary computer is aware of all therelevant requests. If the mobile computer has a copy ofx, then all the reads issued at the mobile computer are4



satis�ed locally, and all the writes issued at the station-ary computer are propagated to the mobile computer;thus the mobile computer receives all the relevant re-quests. Else, i.e. if the mobile computer does not havea copy, then all reads issued at the mobile computerare sent to the stationary computer; thus the station-ary computer receives all the relevant requests.Thus, either the mobile computer or the stationarycomputer (but not both) is in charge of maintainingthe window of k requests. The window is tracked asa sequence of k bits (e.g. 0 represents a read and 1represents a write). At the receipt of any relevant re-quest, the computer in charge drops the last bit in thesequence and adds a bit representing the current oper-ation. Then it compares the number of reads and thenumber of writes in the window.If the number of reads is bigger than the number ofwrites and there is a copy of x at the mobile computer,then the SWk algorithm simply waits for the next oper-ation. If the number of reads is bigger than the numberof writes and there is no copy at the mobile computer(i.e. the stationary computer is in charge), then such acopy is allocated as follows. Observe that the last re-quest must have been a read. The stationary computerresponds to the read request by sending a copy of x tothe mobile computer. The SWk algorithm piggybackson this message (1) an indication to save the copy inMC's local database, in which the SC also commits topropagate further writes to the MC, and (2) the currentwindow of requests. From this point onwards, the MCis in charge.If the number of writes is bigger than the number ofreads and there is no copy of x at the MC, then the SWkalgorithm waits for the next request. If the number ofwrites is bigger than the number of reads and there isa copy of x at the MC (i.e. the MC is in charge), thenthe copy is deallocated as follows. The SWk algorithmsends to the SC (1) an indication that the SC should notpropagate further writes to the MC, and (2) the currentwindow of requests. From this point onwards the SC isin charge.This concludes the description of the algorithm, andat this point we make two remarks. First, when thewindow size is 1 and the MC has a copy of x, then a writeat the SC will deallocate the copy (since the window willconsist of only this write). Therefore, instead of sendingto the MC a copy of x, the SC simply sends the delete-request that deallocates the copy at the MC. Thus, SW1denotes the algorithm so optimized.Second, for ease of analysis we assume that k, thewindow size, is odd.

5 Connection cost modelIn this section we analyze the algorithms in the connec-tion cost model. The section is divided into 3 subsec-tions. In the �rst subsection, we probabilistically studythe static data allocation algorithms, and in the secondwe study the family of sliding window algorithms. Ineach of these subsections we derive the expected cost�rst, then the average expected cost, and then we com-pare the algorithms based on these measures. Finally,in section 5.3 we analyze the worst case performance ofall the algorithms.5.1 Probabilistic analysis of the staticalgorithmsFor the ST1 algorithm, a write request costs 0, and aread request cost 1 connection. For the ST2 algorith-m, every write costs 1, and every read costs 0. Hence,EXPST1(�) and EXPST2(�) are simply equal to theprobabilities that a request is a read and a write, re-spectively. Thus,EXPST1(�) = 1� � andEXPST2(�) = � (2)Concerning the average expected cost, by equation 1and equation 2 we obtainAV GST1 = Z 10 EXPST1 (�)d� = 12 andAV GST2 = Z 10 EXPST2 (�)d� = 12 (3)5.2 Probabilistic analysis of the SWk al-gorithmsIn this section we derive the expected cost of the SWkalgorithms, and we show that for each k and for each �,the SWk algorithm has a higher expected cost than oneof the static algorithms. Then we derive the averageexpected cost of the SWk algorithms, and we show thatfor any k the SWk algorithm has a lower average ex-pected cost than both static algorithms. Also, we showthat the average expected cost of the SWk algorithmsdecreases when k increases.Recall that we are assuming that the size of the win-dow k (= 2 � n + 1) is an odd number. At any pointin time, the probability that there exists a copy at theMC (which we denote by �k) is the probability that themajority among the preceding k requests are reads, andthis is the same as the probability that the number ofwrites in the preceding k requests is less than or equalto n, namely5



�k = nXj=0� kj � � �j � (1 � �)k�j (4)Theorem 1 For every k and for every �, the expectedcost of the SWk algorithm isEXPSWk (�) = � ��k + (1� �) � (1� �k) (5)The next theorem compares the expected costs of theSWk and the static algorithms.Theorem 2 For every k and every �, EXPSWk (�) �minfEXPST1(�); EXPST2 (�)gNow let us consider the average expected costs.Theorem 3 For the sliding-window algorithm withwindow size k, SWk, the average expected cost per re-quest isAV GSWk = Z 10 EXPSWk (�)d� = 14 + 14 � (k + 2) (6)Corollary 1 The average expected cost of the SWk al-gorithms decreases when the window size k increas-es, and AV GSWk < minfAVGST1 ; AV GST2g for anyk � 1.5.3 Worst case analysis in connectionmodelIn this section we show that the static algorithms, ST1and ST2, are not competitive. Then we show that theSWk algorithm is (k + 1)-competitive. Therefore, ourcompetitiveness study suggests that for optimizing theworst case, one has to choose the sliding window algo-rithm with a small window size k.First, let's consider the two static strategies. For theST1 algorithm, we can pick a long schedule which con-sists of only reads. Then the cost of the ST1 algorithmis un-boundedly higher than the cost of the optimal al-gorithm on this schedule (which is 0 if we keep a copyat the MC). For the ST2 algorithm, we can also pick along schedule which consists of only writes. Then thecost of the ST2 algorithm on this schedule is also un-boundedly higher than the optimal cost (which is 0 ifwe do not keep a copy at the MC). Therefore, the staticalgorithms, ST1 and ST2, are not competitive (we omitthe formal proof due to space limitation).Theorem 4 The sliding-window algorithm SWk istightly (k + 1)-competitive.

6 Message cost modelThis section is divided into 4 subsections. In the �rstsubsection we probabilistically analyze the static algo-rithms, in the second we analyze SW1, and in the thirdwe analyze the family of sliding window algorithms SWkfor k > 1. 2 In each one of the �rst three subsectionswe study the algorithm's expected cost �rst, then theaverage expected cost. We also study the relation a-mong the expected costs of all the static and dynamicalgorithms; and the relation among the average expect-ed costs. In subsection 6.4, we study the worst case ofall the algorithms.Recall that in this model we assume that a data mes-sage cost is 1, and a control message cost is !, where !ranges from 0 to 1.6.1 Probabilistic analysis of the staticalgorithmsFor the ST1 algorithm, the write does not require anycommunication, whereas the read costs (1 + !); for theST2 algorithm, every write costs 1, the read costs 0. So,EXPST1 (�) = (1 + !) � (1� �) andEXPST2(�) = � (7)AV GST1 = Z 10 EXPST1 (�)d� = 1 + !2 andAV GST2 = Z 10 EXPST2 (�)d� = 12 (8)6.2 Probabilistic analysis of the SW1 al-gorithmFirst we derive the expected cost of a relevant request.Theorem 5 The expected cost of the SW1 algorithm isEXPSW1 (�) = � � (1� �) � (1 + 2 � !) (9)In the next theorem we study the relation of theexpected costs of three algorithms, i.e., EXPST1 (�),EXPST2(�), and EXPSW1 (�). The results of this theo-rem is graphically illustrated in Figure 1.Theorem 6 The expected costsEXPSW1 (�), EXPST1 (�), and EXPST2 (�) are relatedas follows, depending on � and !.1) If � > 1+!1+2�! , then EXPST1 (�) < EXPSW1 (�) <EXPST2(�);2) If 2�!1+2�! < � < 1+!1+2�! , then EXPSW1 (�) <2As mentioned at the end of section 4, SW1 is not simply SWkwith k = 1. In this cost model this di�erence in the algorithmsresults in a di�erent analysis, thus the need for a separate subsec-tion dedicated to the analysis of SW1 .6



minfEXPST1(�); EXPST2 (�)g;3) If � < 2�!1+2�! , then EXPST2(�) < EXPSW1 (�) <EXPST1(�);Now we are ready to consider the average expected cost.Theorem 7 The average expected cost of the SW1 al-gorithm is AV GSW1 = 1 + 2 � !6 (10)and AVGSW1 � AVGST2 � AV GST16.3 Probabilistic analysis of SWkIn this section we consider the SWk algorithms, for k =2�n+1 > 1. First, we derive the formula of the expectedcost for SWk . Then we show that for any k and for any� the expected cost of SWk is higher than the minimumof the expected costs of SW1, ST1, and ST2. Thus weconclude that for a known �xed �, SWk is inferior tothe other algorithms. Then we derive the formula ofthe average expected cost for SWk. Then we show thatSWk has the best average expected cost for some k � 1,and we determine this optimal k as a function of !, thecost of a control message.Theorem 8 For every k > 1, the expected cost of theSWk algorithm isEXPSWk (�) = �k � � + (1� �k) � (1� �) � (1 + !)+! �� 2 � nn � � �n+1 � (1� �)n+1 (11)Theorem 9 For any � and for any k > 1, theexpected cost of algorithm SWk is higher than theexpected cost of at least one of the algorithm-s SW1, ST1, and ST2. Namely, EXPSWk (�) �minfEXPSW1 (�); EXPST1(�); EXPST2 (�)gIn order to prove this theorem, we need the followingthree lemmas.Lemma 1 For any k > 1, if � � 0:5, thenEXPSWk (�) � EXPST2(�).
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Lemma 2 If � > 0:5, then �k decreases when k in-creases, and 1� � � �k > 0 for any k > 1.Lemma 3 For any k > 1 and any � > 0:5,1) If ! < 2���11�� , then EXPSWk (�) > EXPST1 (�);2) If ! � 2���11�� , then EXPSWk (�) � EXPSW1 (�).Now, let's consider the average expected cost of theSWk algorithms for k > 1.Theorem 10 For the SWk algorithm with window sizek > 1, the average expected cost isAV GSWk = Z 10 EXPSWk (�)d� = 14 + 14 � (k + 2)+! � [ 18 + 38 � (k + 2) + 14 � k � (k + 2)] (12)Corollary 2 For k > 1, AV GSWk decreases when kincreases, and AVGSWk > 14 + !8 .In theorem 7 we have shown that the average expectedcost of the SW1 algorithm is better (i.e. lower) thanthat of the static algorithm. In the following corollaries,we analyze when the average expected cost of SWk (fork > 1) is lower than the average expected cost of SW1based on the two formulae 10 and 12. In corollary 3below, we show that when ! � 0:4, the average expectedcost of SWk is always higher than that of SW1.Corollary 3 If ! � 0:4, then AV GSWk > AV GSW1for any k > 1.In the next corollary, we study the case where ! > 0:4.We show that for a given ! > 0:4, there is some k0, suchthat if k � k0, then the average expected cost of SWk islower than that of SW1. The following �gure illustratesthe results of the corollaries 3 and 4. For example, if! = 0:45, then only when k � 39, the SWk algorithmhas a lower expected cost than that of SW1; if ! = 0:8,then only when k � 7, the SWk algorithm has a lowerexpected cost than that of SW1.
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Corollary 4 If ! > 0:4, then AV GSWk � AVGSW1for any k which satis�esk � 10� ! +p100� 68 � ! + 121 � !22 � (5 � ! � 2)6.4 Worst case in message modelIn this section, we study the competitiveness of the al-gorithms ST1, ST2, and SWk for k � 1, in the messagecost model. The result for SW1 is stated separately,since it is a special case (see section 4). We concludethat the static algorithms are not competitive as is thecase in the connection model. Then we show that SW1is more competitive than SWk for k > 1, and we showthat the competitiveness factor of the SWk algorithmsdeteriorates when k increases, thus SW1 performs thebest in the worst case.We (as in the connection model) can easily derive thatthe static algorithms are not competitive in the messagemodel.Theorem 11 The algorithm SW1 is tightly (1+ 2 �!)-competitive in the message cost model, where !(< 1) isthe ratio of control message cost to data message cost.Theorem 12 The algorithm SWk (for k > 1) is tightly[(1 + !2 ) � (k + 1) + !]-competitive in the message costmodel, where !(< 1) is the ratio of control message costto data message cost.7 ExtensionsIn this section we discuss various extensions to the pre-vious methods. In particular, in the �rst subsection weshow how to modify the static algorithms to make themcompetitive, and in the the second subsection we discussextensions of the algorithm to optimize the case wheremultiple objects can be read and written in a single op-eration.7.1 Modi�cations to the Static Meth-odsWe have presented two simple static methods that usethe one-copy and two-copies schemes. The static meth-ods can be chosen if the value of � is known in ad-vance. For example, in the connection model, the staticmethod using a single copy at the stationary computerhas the best expected cost if � > 0:5. Similarly, thestatic method using the two-copy scheme has the bestexpected cost when � � 0:5. However, the static meth-ods do not have a good worst case behavior, i.e. theyare not competitive. For example, a static method us-ing a single copy will incur a high cost on a sequence of

requests consisting of only reads from the mobile com-puter. This cost can be arbitrarily large, depending onthe length of the sequence. Even though such a se-quence is highly improbable, it can occur with nonzeroprobability.We can overcome this problem by simple modi�ca-tions to the static methods, that actually make them dy-namic. For example, we can modify the one-copy staticmethod as follows. It will normally use the one-copyscheme untilm consecutive reads occur; then it changesto the two-copies scheme and uses this scheme until thenext write. Then it reverts back to one-copy schemeand repeats this process. We refer to this algorithm asT1m. It can be shown that T1m is m + 1-competitiveand that its expected cost is (1� �) + (1� �)m(2� � 1)in the connection model. Note that the second term isthe additional expected cost over the static method; thisis the price of competitiveness. Thus, if we know that� > 0:5 then we can choose the T1m algorithm insteadof ST1, for an appropriate value of m. It can be shownthat for each � > 0:5 this algorithm has a slightly lowerexpected cost than SWm .Similarly, we can modify the two-copy static methodto obtain the T2m algorithm that is (m+1)-competitive.7.2 Multiple ObjectsIn this paper we have addressed the problem of choosingan allocation method for a single object. These resultscan be extended to the case where multiple objects canbe read and written in a single operation.We will sketch an algorithm that gives an optimalstatic allocation method, in the connection model, formultiple objects, when the frequencies of operations onthe objects are known in advance. Assume that multi-ple data items can be remotely read in one connection;similarly for the remote writes. We present the algo-rithm for the case when we have only two objects x andy. This can be generalized to more than two objects.Also, we discuss how this approach can be extended tothe dynamic window based algorithms.Assume that we have two objects x and y. We clas-sify the read operations into three classes. reads of xonly, reads of y only, and reads that access both x andy. We assume that these three di�erent reads occur ac-cording to independent Poisson distributions with fre-quencies �r;x; �r;y and �r;�, respectively. We classifythe writes similarly and assume that these writes oc-cur with frequencies �w;x; �w;y and �w;�, respectively.It is to be noted that �r;� and �w;� denote the fre-quencies of joint reads and writes respectively. Now,we have four possible allocation methods for x and y:ST1 (both x and y have only one copy), ST2( both xand y have two copies), ST1;2 (x has one copy and yhas one copy) and ST2;1 (x has two copies and y has8



only one). For each of these allocation methods wecan obtain the expected cost of a single operation usingthe above frequencies, and then chose the one with thelowest expected cost. For example, the expected costfor ST1 is (�r;x + �r;y + �r;�)=� and that of ST1;2 is(�r;x + �w;y + �r;� + �w;�)=� where � is the sum of allthe read and write frequencies. The above method canbe generalized to any �nite set of objects. We need thefrequencies of various joint operations on these objects.To use the method given above we need to know thefrequencies of various operations in advance. If thesefrequencies are not known in advance, then we can usethe window based approach that dynamically calculatesthese frequencies. In this case, we need to keep track ofthe number of operations of di�erent kind (i.e. the join-t/exclusive read/write operations for multiple objects)in the window. From these numbers, we can calculatethe frequencies of these operations, compute the expect-ed costs (similar to the static methods given in the pre-vious paragraph) using these frequencies and chose anappropriate future allocation method. To avoid exces-sive overhead, this recomputation can be done periodi-cally instead of after each operation. Future work willaddress the performance analysis of this method.8 Comparison with RelevantLiteratureAs far as we know this is the �rst paper to study thecommunication cost of static and dynamic allocation indistributed systems using both, average case and worstcase analysis. There are two bodies of relevant work,each of which is discussed in one of the following twosubsections. In the �rst subsection we compare this pa-per with database literature on data allocation in dis-tributed systems. In the second subsection we comparethis paper to literature on caching and distributed vir-tual memory.8.1 Data allocation in distributed sys-temsData allocation in distributed systems is either staticor dynamic. In [32] and [33], we considered dynamicdata allocation algorithms, and we analyzed them usingthe notion of convergence, which is di�erent than themeasures used in this paper, namely expected case andworst case. Additionally, the algorithms in those worksare di�erent than the ones discussed here. Furthermore,in [32] and [33] we did not consider static allocationalgorithms, and we did not consider the connection costmodel.Other dynamic data allocation algorithms were in-

troduced in [20] and [21]. Both works analyze dynamicdata allocation in the worst case only. Actually, theSW1 algorithm was �rst analyzed in [21]. However, themodel there requires a minimumof two copies in the sys-tem, for availability purposes. Thus even for the worstcase the results are di�erent. In contrast, in this paperwe assume that availability constraints are handled ex-clusively within the stationary system, independently ofthe mobile computers.There has also been work addressing dynamic dataallocation algorithms in [8]. This work also addressesthe worst case only. Additionally, the model there doesnot allow concurrent requests, and it requires central-ized decision making by a processor that is aware ofall the requests in the network. In contrast, our algo-rithms are distributed, and allow concurrent read-writerequests.Static allocation was studied in [34, 13]. These worksaddress the following �le-allocation problem. They as-sume that the read-write pattern at each processor isknown a priori or it can be estimated, and they �ndthe optimal static allocation scheme. However, work-s on the �le-allocation problem do not compare staticand dynamic allocation, and they do not quantify thecost penalty if the read-write pattern deviates from theestimate.Many works on the data replication problem (suchas [3, 5, 10, 12, 16, 19, 31]) and on �le systems (suchas CODA [27, 30]) address solely the availability aspec-t, namely how to ensure availability of a data item inthe presence of failures. In contrast, in this paper weaddressed the communication cost issue.The works done by Alonso and Ganguly in [4, 18] arealso related to the present paper in the sense that theyalso address the optimization issue for mobile computer-s. However, their optimization objective is energy, andours is communication.8.2 Caching and virtual memoryIn the computer architecture and operating systems lit-erature there are studies of two subjects related to dy-namic data allocation, namely caching and distributedvirtual memory (see [1, 2, 6, 7, 11, 14, 15, 23, 26, 27,24, 25, 28, 30, 35]).However, there are several important di�erences be-tween Caching and Distributed Virtual Memory (CD-VM) on one hand, and replicated data in distributedsystems on the other. Therefore, our results have notbeen obtained previously. First, the CDVM methodsdo not focus on the communication cost, but consid-er the collection of factors that determine performance;the complexity of the resulting problem dictates thattheir analysis is either experimental or it uses simula-tion. In contrast, in this paper we assumed that since9



in mobile computing wireless communication involvesan immediate out-of-pocket expense, the optimizationof wireless communication takes precedence over per-formance. For example, if overall performance is theprincipal optimization criterion, then the mobile com-puter should always keep a copy of each data item, i.e.,subscribe to receive all the updates to each data item;this way every read is local, thus fastest. Obviously thisapproach may incur excessive communication.Second, the size of the cache is limited. Thus impor-tant issues in CDVM literature are cache utilization,and the page replacement strategy (e.g. LRU, MRU,etc.), namely which page to replace in the cache whenthe cache is full and a new page has to be brought in. Inother words, in contrast to replicated data in distributedsystems, which may reside on secondary (and even ter-tiary) storage, in CDVM literature a page is "uncached"not only as a result of writes, but also as a results oflimited storage. One may argue whether or not limitedstorage is a major issue in distributed databases, howev-er, in this paper we assumed that storage at the mobilecomputer is abundant.Third, the architecture assumed in most CDVMmethods is bus-based (e.g. [1, 14, 15, 25]). This ar-chitecture supports broadcast at the same cost as asingle-cast, and on the other hand incurs contention.In contrast, in this paper we assumed point-to-pointcommunication.9 ConclusionsIn this paper we have considered several data alloca-tion algorithms for mobile computers. In particular,we have considered the one-copy and the two-copies al-location schemes. We have investigated static and dy-namic allocation methods using the above schemes. In astatic method the allocation scheme remains unchangedthroughout the execution. In a dynamic method theallocation scheme changes dynamically based on a win-dow consisting of the last k requests; if in the windowthere are more reads at the mobile computer than writesat the stationary computer, then we use the two-copyscheme, otherwise we use the one-copy scheme. We getdi�erent dynamic methods for di�erent values of k.We have considered two cost models { the connectionmodel and the message model. In the connection model,the cost is measured in terms of the number of (wirelesstelephone) connections, where as in the message modelthe cost is measured in terms of the number of controland data messages.We have considered three di�erent measures| ex-pected cost, average expected cost, and the worst casecost which uses the notion of competitiveness. Roughlyspeaking, an algorithm A is said to be k-competitive if

for every sequence s of read-write requests the cost of Aon the sequence s is at most k times the cost of an idealo�-line algorithm on s which knows s in advance. Analgorithm A is said to be competitive, if for some k > 0,A is k-competitive. The expected cost is the standardexpected cost per request assuming �xed probabilisticdistributions for reads and writes. We believe that anallocation method should be chosen based on the ex-pected cost as well as the worst case cost. Speci�cally,we think that an allocation method should be chosen tominimize the expected cost, provided that it has somebound on the worst case behavior.Now we explain the di�erence between the expect-ed cost and the average expected cost. We have as-sumed that both, reads at the mobile computer andwrites at the stationary computer, occur according toindependent Poisson distributions with frequencies �rand �w respectively. When the values of �r and �w areknown (more speci�cally, when the value of � = �w�r+�wis known), then an allocation method should be chosenbased on the expected cost and the competitiveness.However, when � is unknown or it varies, and it is e-qually likely to have any value between 0 and 1, then anallocation method should be chosen based on the aver-age expected cost (in addition to competitiveness). Anallocation method with a lower average expected costwill have a lower average cost per request, in a sequenceof requests in which the frequencies of reads and writesvary over time.In the connection model, if � is always greater than0:5, i.e., the read frequency is lower than the write fre-quency, then the static allocationmethod using only onecopy at the stationary computer has the best expectedcost. Similarly, if � is always smaller than 0:5, thenthe static allocation method using one copy at the sta-tionary computer and one at the mobile computer hasthe best expected cost. However, the static methods donot have a good worst case behavior, i.e. they are notcompetitive. For example, a static method using a sin-gle copy will incur a high cost on a sequence of requestsconsisting of only reads from the mobile computer. Thiscost can be arbitrarily large, depending on the cost ofthe sequence. Even though such a sequence is highlyimprobable, it can occur with nonzero probability.To address this problem we developed in section 7 an-other set of algorithms, T1m and T2m, which slightlymodify the static methods. They very closely approxi-mate the expected cost of the static algorithms and are(m + 1)-competitive. On the sequence of reads men-tioned above, the T1m algorithm will adapt by chang-ing to a two-copy scheme. Furthermore, we have shownthat the best expected cost of the two algorithms, T1mor T2m, approaches the expected cost of the best staticalgorithm, as m increases. For example, for m=15 and10



� = 0:75 the expected cost of the T1m algorithm willcome within 4% of the optimum. The SWm algorithmsare also (m+ 1)-competitive, but their expected cost isslightly higher.When �r and �w change over time (i.e. � changesover time), then one of the dynamic methods SWk foran appropriate value of k should be chosen. This is dueto the fact that the average expected cost of the SWk al-gorithms is lower than either one of the static methods.The value of the window size k should be chosen to strikea balance between the average expected cost (which de-creases as k increases, see equation 6) and competitive-ness (the SWk algorithm is (k + 1)-competitive, thuscompetitiveness becomes worse as k increases). For ex-ample, for k = 9 the sliding-window algorithm will havean average expected cost that is within 10% of the op-timum, and in the worst case will be at most 10 timesworse than the optimum o�ine algorithm.In the message model, the static allocation method-s are still not competitive; and the dynamic allocationmethods SWk are again competitive, although with adi�erent competitiveness factor. For a given �, the ex-pected cost of one of the three methods ST1, ST2 andSW1 is lowest; the particular one depends on the valuesof � and ! (the ratio between the control message costand the data message cost). The lowest expected-costalgorithm as a function of � and ! is given in �gure 1.If � is unknown or it varies, then one of the slidingwindow methods provides the optimal average expectedcost. The particular one depends on the value of !. If! � 0:4 then the SW1 algorithm should be chosen as ithas the least average expected cost; for other values of!, the higher the value of k the lower the average ex-pected cost of the SWk algorithm (see �gure 2). Again,the appropriate value of k should be chosen to strikea balance between average expected cost and competi-tiveness.References[1] J. Archibald and J. Baer, "An Evaluation of CacheCoherence Solutions in Shared-Bus Multiproces-sors", ACM Trans. on Computer Systems, 4:(4),Nov. 1986, pages 273-298[2] A. Agarwal, R. Simoni, J. Hennessy, and M.Horowitz, "An Evaluation of Directory Schemes forCache Coherence", Proc. of the 15-th Int'l Sym-p. on Computer Architecture, Pages 280-289, June1988[3] M. Ahamad and M.H. Ammar, "MultidimensionalVoting", ACM Trans. on Computer Systems, 9(4),1991, pages 399-431
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